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Abstract. The paper presents a statistical analysis of the message flow on Twitter, related to earthquakes during certain periods of time after the occurrence of major earthquakes.
Tweets were collected shortly after earthquakes in August and October 2016, in order to
identify correlations among the content of the tweets in a disaster situation. The streams of
collected tweets have been analyzed with Data Mining algorithms. The aim of this work is to
identify modes of communication between the Twitter users in earthquake situations, and to
analyze the word correlation found in the message exchanges during a disaster situation. The
paper contributes to the understanding of communication patterns on social networks during
and after disasters.
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1.

Introduction

Social media (SM) platforms have largely replaced the traditional mass-media; the volume
of data circulating on SM exceeds a trillion of gigabytes. This enormous amount of data is also
extremely diverse. Many researchers explored the data flows on Social Media [1–3], several of
them investigating the specifics of the dynamics of the flow of data within social networks [4–6].
The main purpose of the cited researches was to apply methods and various analysis tools for
helping prevent and mitigate the effects of the disasters.
Considering the research published by several research groups [6–9] and our previous studies
[10] regarding the data analysis of data flows within Social Media, we focused on the message
flow on Tweeter. The purpose was to evaluate tweets language and configuration as related to
earthquakes in Rieti, Norcia - Province of Perugia (Italy) and Vrancea (Romania). The timeframe
of the investigation was August-November 2016. This paper is based on [4, 11–14] researches
regarding the data analyses within Social Media in case of disaster. The aim is to identify modes
of communication and communication patterns on Twitter, contributing to the understanding of
messaging on social networks during and after disasters.
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The present study includes seven sections: Section (1) explains the context of the present
research; Section (2) relates to the main features of the data collected from Social Media, Section
(3) investigates the Data Mining technology applied to collections of tweets; Section (4) presents
an analysis of the collected data; the next Section analyzes the dynamic of tweets flow in case of
disaster and Section 6) covers particular cases occurring in the data stream; Section (7) presents
conclusions drawn regarding the role of knowledge identified on the basis of algorithms, in data
collections for disaster situations.

2.
2.1.

Main features of Social Media data
General characteristics of Social Media data

The data circulating within Social Media tend to become an important source of information.
Twiter, like Facebook, requires the users to share a series of statuses of several types: texts,
photos, links, targeted messages, and videos [3, 9, 15]. If the users wish to communicate their
statuses, there is the need to increase the number of connections, called ‘followers‘, in case
of Twitter. The advantage of Twitter over Facebook is that no algorithm is required in order to
determine the followers of the statuses. On Twitter, the users’ statuses appear on the news-feed of
all subscribers, representing an advantage in a message flow in case of disaster or calamity [4,8].
Essentially, unlike Facebook, Twitter is defined as a social network with micro-blogging
platform with relationships among users; a platform that allows posting short messages as status
(up to 140 characters), but which may contain URLs and hashtags. It is recommended to use
hashtags for keywords, e.g., (#terremoto, #Italy, #earthquake, #cutremur) so as people find
and follow the tweets that contain these hashtags. In the results section, hashtags #terremoto,
#Italia, #earthquake, #cutremur were analyzed separately, in the multitude of data extracted from
Twitter. The role of a specific hashtag is to encourage others to use it in turn. This process leads
to a major advantage in grouping important data. Another important advantage is represented
by Twitter’s distinctive property of shortened 140 characters availability. The links shared on
Twitter are automatically processed and shortened to http://t.co. links type. The advantage of
using his own short link (t.co) generator service, is in helping users to share long URLs in their
messages. In this way the maximum number of characters is not exceeded. Also, t.co used by
Twitter protects users from visiting malicious sites.

2.2.

Features of tweets collections

For collecting large amounts of data from Twitter we used the API Twitter [16]. The
data supplied is designed in JSON - JavaScript Object Notation format. In order to be able
to open a stream towards the data, it is necessary to create an account. The Consumer Key
and Secret fields in the application are used to authenticate requests from the Twitter Platform (https://apps.twitter.com/). Two options are available for extracting tweets: search in
www.twitter.com, or using Search API. For the latter method, the user should obtain a developer account - credentials for access. Searches on twitter.com may return old posts; compared
to API search where users can choose one method from a spectrum of three possibilities: Search
API, which is part of the REST API Twitter; Streaming API Twitter method, and for high access
to tweets it is recommended to contact GNIP using the link https://gnip.com/sources/twitter/.
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Data Mining technology applied to collections of tweets
Data Mining

One of the essential characteristics of ‘Big Data‘ originated from Social Media is that they
are produced almost in real time, allowing the identification of a fact about the actions taken or
the ones about to be taken in a certain place. The main characteristics of ‘Big Data‘ coming from
Social Media are very large volumes and variety, high data velocity and variable truthfulness.
Within the present work, we applied complex search methods in order to diagnose patterns and
groups of data. Once identified, these patterns may be used to identify a persons behavior in case
of disaster, to establish the size of the disaster and its effects, and possibly to predict future social
effects of the respective disasters. Many data mining algorithms (EM Algorithm, FP-Growth,
SEAR, A-Priori, SVM, PageRank, Bayesian, CART) [11, 17–20] are available for correlation
and extracting useful information from large volumes of data, including data from Social Media.

3.2.

Association rules and frequencies of keywords in tweets

For analyzing data collections, we used rules of association as explained in [11,17,21, 22]. A
rule of association is an expression of the form: {IF X then Y }, where item X is the antecedent
of the rule and Y is the consequent. Elements X and Y are distinct and
X ∩Y =Φ

(1)

The main features of association rules are the coverage power, defined as the percentage
of items that satisfy the antecedent of the rule, and the accuracy of the rule, defined as the
percentage of items that satisfy both the antecedent and consequent of the rule. Methods for
building association rules can be indirect, characterized by extraction of rules using, generally,
trees of classification and decision, and direct methods, characterized by extracting rules directly
from data. To identify association rules for estimating risk in the event of earthquake, it is
indicated to use decision trees, according to [11, 17, 23, 24].
The investigation was focused on applying the direct method of symbiotic relationships analysis in order to find associations between the words {earthquake, victim, terremoto, morto, demolito, earthquake, disaster, cutremur, storm, dead}; these words were used in the opening flow
of Twitter extraction and are part of the tweets under review in Section 4. Applying this method,
it was interesting to identify groups of words that are adopted in the collected postings, for a
disaster situation (earthquake), and compare our results with those in the paper [4], where the
Zipf method was used. In the case of the set of tweets analyzed, the associations of worlds that
occur at least 100 times are {erthquake victim; erthquake dead; terremoto morto; erthquake terremoto; erthquake disaster; victim dead; victim terremoto}. No association rule involving the
words demolito, seism, cutremur, or storm was found. In a real situation case, the absence of
these associations indicates to the disaster relief teams that there are no victims because some
buildings were demolished by the earthquake, that there was no storm producing victims and that
the trapped victims have not used the Romanian word cutremur.
A main feature that measures the strength of an association rule is the rule support [23] [24].
In percent this represents, how often this association rule can be applied to a collection of data.
An association rule has the form: ‘if the antecedent rule is met then we have the consequent of
the rule‘ [21] [22]. A transaction ti ∈ T contains a lot of X items, if X is a subset of ti and the
set of items X also includes ti . The support of a rule X→Y is the percentage of transactions in
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T that contains X∪Y . The rule support can be calculated as the frequency of applying the rule
to the set of transactions T . Let n be the the number of transactions, then the support of the rule
X→Y may be represented by equation 2:
Support(X→Y ) = (X∪Y )/n

(2)

Another feature that measures the strength of an association rule is confidence [21,22] that is
computed according to equation 3. Collections of data will be analyzed in Section (5) using the
above indicators and methods. The data this research was based on is stored in files whose main
features are presented in Table 2.
Conf idence(X → Y ) = support(X ∪ Y )/support(X)

Period for collecting
tweets
between August 25th November 2nd , 2016

Table 1. Files with collected tweets
Number of col- Number of tweets with
lected tweets
unique content
3,951,042
1,407,791

(3)

file size (KB)
3,4380.1KB
335.7 MB

∼
=

Because of the high volume of data to analyze and the highly detailed analysis required in a
disaster situation, high performance computing systems are needed, able to analyze and interpret
data collected in real-time. In the case of the present paper, the data base containing analyzed
unique tweets has a size of 335.7 MB, and the method used for collecting tweets, was the standard
Sprizer method [25]. If we use the Gnip 2.0 platform to its full capacity, then the analyzed data
will reach a size which requires the use of more powerful algorithms for the analysis.

4.

Analysis of collected data

To extract data from Social Media Twitter, Twitter Streaming API with Sprizer standard
method [16] was used. A set of data for messages including the words {earthquake, terremoto, disaster, morto, cutremur, demolito, storm, seism, victim} was collected between August
25th - November 2nd , 2016, and is presented more explicitly in Table 3. The data represented
3,951,042 collected tweets, 1,407,791 unique tweets and a database size of 0.327 GB. The data
collected is in JSON format and were stored in a file that contains fields such as: id, tweets,
source, lang, created at, data received, data write, nr crt. The properties of the fields are presented in Table 2.
The target of this paper is to conduct a data analysis simultaneously with collecting tweets.
This requires an information system with expensive physical resources because of the high performance of computing machines, which make up this system.
Basic steps of transforming the collected data into knowledge are represented by the selection, pre-processing, processing, data mining, interpretation and evaluation of results, as shown
by Fayyad in the paper [9]. For the analysis, only unique tweets were kept. The frequencies of
hashtags #terremoto, #earthquake, #disaster, #Italy, #https, were identified, according to Table 3. Table 4 presents the frequencies of several words; for example, the frequency of the word
‘Richter‘ is over 17 times smaller than the frequency of ‘magnitude‘ and of about two times
lower than the frequency of the word ‘cutremur‘.
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Field
id
tweet
source
lang
created at
data received
data write
nr crt

Table 2. The structure of off-line processed data
field properties
role of the field
int(11)
NOT
NULL
the number of records manAUTO INCREMENT
aged
text
content of tweets
text
source of tweet
text
language of tweet
text
time when this tweet was
created
text
time when this tweet was
received
text
time when this tweet was
written
int(20)
registration number

It is interesting to notice that the frequency for #Italia is 3.1 times higher than #disaster, which
is because of the events of August 24th and October 30th 2016, with people referring precisely to
the location and type of disaster. In the analyzed period, we identified 13,278 tweets that contain
https and which must first undergo a process of parsing, eventually using Data Scraping technique
and then must be processed and analyzed. In Figure 1, the variation of the number of tweets that
contain both text and https was compared with the variatin of the number of tweets that contain
only https. Half of the number of collected tweets with unique content also have https. To extract
the whole content of the message from https, it is advisable to use a web crawler [16] [27]. The
dynamics in Figure 2 is similar to those discussed in [28].

Totals
Tweets

Period

Totals
Tweets

Table 3. Frequency of defining elements in tweets in case of disaster
#terremoto #earthquake #disaster #Italy also https
only
https
69,062
69,680
2,384
7,439 736,403
13,278

Table 4. The frequency of specific words in disaster situations
morto
retweets magnitude retweets
Richter cutremur
for
for magmorto
nitude
140,992 26,366
32,571
5,472
1,877
3,468

retweets
for
cutremur
205

Since the rol of hashtags is to increase the visibility of tweets, we notice that these tweets
may become three times more visible. For the unique tweets analyzed, the occurrence of the
word morto, during earthquakes in Italy counted 140,992, almost as the number of tweets with
#terremoto plus #earthquake and #disaster (141,126). The number of occurrences of the word
‘morto‘ in collected tweets is 4.5 times larger than the number of uses of ’deceased persons’.
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Fig. 1. Compared tweets that include also links to tweets containing only links

Fig. 2. Frequency of tweets #terremoto, #earthquake, #disaster, morto

5.

Analysis of tweets flow dynamics in case of disaster

The Pearson correlation between hashtags {#terremoto, #earthquake, #disaster, #Italy} was
analyzed, based on the database of collected tweets, compiled as in Table 1, and following the
example in [28]. The correlation is computed as in the standard equation 4.
P
(x − x̄)(y − ȳ)
C(X, Y ) = qP
.
(4)
2P
2
(x − x̄)
(y − ȳ)
For example, x represents the number of tweets including (#terremoto) and y stands for the
respective number including (#earthquake). The intercorrelation matrix was calculated using
equation (4) and as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. The Correlation function calculated for hashtags in emergency and disaster situations
#terremoto #earthquake #disaster #Italy
#terremoto
1
0.054
0.299
0.956
#earthquake
1
0.226
-0.034
#disaster
1
0.172
#Italy
1

As the {#earthquake #Italy} correlation is very small in absolute value (< 0.04), the tweets
messages where #earthquake occurs correspond to an extremely low frequency of the hashtag
#Italy, and for tweets where {#terremoto #Italy} occurs, the correlation is high, having the value
of 0.956. However, the correlation {#terremoto #disaster} has a value close to the correlation
for {#earthquake #disaster}, although the words for the calculation belong to different languages
{en, it}. Because of the negative correlation coefficient for {#earthquake #Italy}, in order to establish if the two parameters are correlated according to the Student distribution, the ‘t‘ statistics
was calculated, using the equation 5:
√
|C(X, Y )| · n − 2
.
(5)
t= p
1 − C(X, Y )2
The ‘n‘ parameter indicates the value or the volume of the pattern. The ‘t‘ parameter was used
to indicate the bilateral critical probability (applying the TDIST formula). The result shows that
the significant correlation between the {#earthquake #Italy} parameters has the value of 0.54,
and the correlation{#earthquake #Italy} is not relevant. Given the multitude of earthquakes that
have occurred around the world [30] in the analyzed period, we proposed to comparatively study
the communication on Tweeter in relation with the region of the seism. Following the protocol
and methods from [6, 7, 13, 14, 29–31] the number of tweets in the subsequent one to tree days
were calculated after an earthquake occurrence, wherever it was in the world, and whatever its
magnitude (larger than 4).
Next, the keyword frequencies, the numbers of tweets per time interval that included those
keywords, and the correlations were computed selecting only earthquakes produced in Europe,
respectively outside Europe. For this correlation per day, only the maximum magnitude earthquakes, which occurred in the analyzed periods, were used. The analysis shows that the correlation is higher for locations in the EU, possibly because the large number of earthquakes in this
region during the analyzed period (Table 6).
Table 6. Tweets/magnitude correlation
Tweets/magnitude correla- Tweets/magnitude correla- Tweets/magnitude correlation in the world
tion in the EU
tion outside EU
0.417
0.690
-0.502

Next, we applied the method of dynamic analysis of message flows [28] based on patterns
defined using the Euclidean distance calculation applied to the vector obtained with the ’windowing’ of the phase space [5], as applied in [7] (method due to H.N. Teodorescu). The study
focused on the analysis of Euclidean distance between the numbers of tweets including the hashtags #terremoto, #earthquake, #disaster, #Italy, for tweets collected during the analyzed period.
For the dynamic analysis, initially a phase diagram was drawn up, namely y = N [t] vs.
N [t − 1] according to x = N [t] with graphic y = y(x). On the phase diagram, as in [5] [7],
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the number of points in each quadrant (n1, n2, n3, n4) must be identified, to characterize the
attractor points [5] in quadrant windows. Two developments (dynamic usages) are similar if they
have the four numbers close. The phase diagram was determined for all the series and, then, it
was compared; in this case, the two data series in Table 7 are illustrated, where the first series
is #terremoto and the second series is #earthquake. The corresponding diagrams (attractors,
denoted by A1 and A2 ) are presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Day

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Table 7. Corresponding values for N [t] N [t-1]
#terremoto #terremoto
[n] #earthquake #earthquake[n]#terremoto[n-1]
#earthquake
[n-1]
18839
5763
9452 -9387
8884 3121
4921 -4531
3711 -5173
1379 -3542
3644 -67
459 -920
2685 -959
1063 604
5189 2504
1643 580
7267 2078
1741 98
14417 7150
8756 7015
4897 -9520
895 -7861
1383 -3514
9320 8425
3734 2351
10594 1274
8106 4372

Fig. 3. Example of dynamics in the phase plane of the series #earthquake

The Euclidean distance between the two attractors, normalized to the number of points of the
attractor, n, is d(A1 , A2 )/n = 28931.8/11 = 2630.2. When the normalized distance is further
normalized to the average value, 5755.1, in the first time series (used for the first attactor), one
obtains the doubly normalized distance, dn , dn √
= 0.46. If the symbolic distance is computed
according to [5], one obtains ds ((8, 3), (7, 4)) = 2, where (8,3) stands for 8 points in the upper
half-plane (first quadrant window) and 3 points in the lower half-plane for the first attractor.
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Fig. 4. Example of dynamics in the phase plane of the series #terremoto

Both the values dn and ds show the difference in the dynamics of the respective time series; ds
is easier to be obtain, but has the disadvantage of being dependent on any offset (constant component in the time series). The values of the distance show how similar the dynamics of the time
series are. In this case, the time evolution of the number of messages with the hashtags #Terremoto and #earthquake is quite similar, although the visual inspection does not clearly indicate
it. The RADIAL diagram of the frequencies of tweets with hastags #terremoto and #earthquake
is represented in Figure 5. This graph indicates the relationship between the variation of the
numbers of tweets with the two hastags and how their frequency depends on the event in the
day/period under review.”

Fig. 5. Relationship between the number of tweets with the hashtags #terremoto and #earthquake
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6.

Particular cases occurring in the data stream

Using algorithms specific to Data Mining, there are identified association rules for finding
frequent sets of tweets that refer to a situation of disaster and its effect. There were distinguished
types of messages posted by users to obtain information about an unfavorable, disastrous situation at a certain time.
The database with posts is represented by a sequence of transactions T = (t1, ...tn) and each
post contains several keywords called articles. Rules of the form ‘{cutremur, dezastru} →
mort‘ were determined, quantifying the disaster, with the purpose of dispatching special crews
to handle the situation.
Only 201,194 tweets were collected in the period 25th – 26th August 2016, with relevant occurrences within delivered tweets. For the words {erthquake, victim, terremoto, morto, demolito,
seism, disaster, cutremur, storm, dead} we calculated the frequency association of words, (see
Table 8), in order to obtain new rules of association between words.

0
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
6

596
84
33
0
0
0
695
0
2
9
1,419

0
18
0
0
0
0
0
343
0
0
361

dead

cutremur

0
0
4
0
21
0
0
0
0
0
25

storm

disaster

4
3
1,595
9,364
0
0
0
0
0
8
10,974

seism

1,332
288
89,795
1,595
4
3
33
0
5
25
93,080

demolito

4,227
29,108
288
3
0
0
84
18
24
306
34,058

morto

51,906
4,227
1,332
4
0
0
596
0
42
2,525
60,632

terremoto

victim

earthquake
victim
terremoto
morto
demolito
seism
disaster
cutremur
storm
dead
total

earthquake

Table 8. Number of words in tweets

42
24
5
0
0
0
2
0
108
1
182

2,525
306
25
8
0
0
9
0
1
2,874
5,748

Notice that the frequency of the word ”terremoto” is high. The A-Priori algorithm was used,
in order to identify associations between the words found in tweets. The calculations identified the association rules established between the words vector C {erthquake, victim, terremoto,
morto, demolito, seism, disaster, cutremur, storm, dead} and the content of tweets collected. To
identify the association rules the data flow were processed as follows: attaching the binary value
1 to words in vector C when they are found in tweets, and value 0 otherwise; a new database
that contains the frequency of occurrence of the elements of vector C in the database under analysis was created. Then, we identified all the associations with two and three words, and their
frequency of occurrence (Table 9). For the analysis, there were taken into account only the associations between words occurring at least 100 times in the analyzed tweets. They have also been
used for further analysis (Table 10).
According to Table 10, it can be noticed that only the first association rules have the confidence indicator greater than 0.5. Basically, taking into account the analysed data, only these five
association rules are significant. The optimization of the algorithm in order to identify all the
rules of association in all the collected tweets requires an extensive future work.
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Table 9. Association of words and their frequency of occurrence
Associations
Frequency Associations
Frequency
erthquake victim
4,033 victim storm
23
erthquake dead
2,417 victim cutremur
18
terremoto morto
1,595 terremoto dead
15
erthquake terremoto
1,218 erthquake terremoto dead 10
erthquake disaster
532 erthquake disaster dead
9
victim dead
216 morto dead
8
victim terremoto
210 terremoto disaster
7
erthquake victim dead
89 terremoto storm
5
erthquake victim terremoto
78 erthquake morto
4
victim disaster
57 terremoto demolito
4
erthquake storm
40 terremoto seism
3
erthquake victim disaster
27 victim morto
3
erthquake terremoto disaster
26 victim storm dead
1
Table 10. Identification of association rules of words in tweets in case of disaster

Rule
If morto →terremoto
If dead →erthquake
If victim →erthquake
If disaster→erthquake
If terremoto →morto
If erthquake →victim
If terremoto→erthquake
If erthquake →dead
If erthquake →terremoto
If dead→victim
If terremoto →victim
If erthquake →disaster
If victim →dead
If victim→terremoto

7.

antecedent
morto
dead
victim
disaster
terremoto
erthquake
terremoto
erthquake
erthquake
dead
terremoto
erthquake
victim
victim

consequent
terremoto
erthquake
erthquake
erthquake
morto
victim
erthquake
dead
terremoto
victim
victim
disaster
dead
terremoto

support
0.149
0.227
0.379
0.045
0.150
0.379
0.114
0.227
0.114
0.020
0.019
0.050
0.020
0.020

confidence
0.990
0.874
0.848
0.806
0.503
0.475
0.384
0.285
0.144
0.078
0.066
0.062
0.045
0.044

Conclusions

The paper aimed to identify methods of data analysis for retrieval of additional information
that may reveal new ways of grouping data stored, or new relationships between these data to
discover ‘knowledge‘ in database collected in disaster situations. Obtaining relevant information
from data collection is a laborious process, requiring computationally costly and difficult actions
to access resources. However, the time needed to obtain information in order to save human lives
must always be minimum, regardless of cost and resources involved. For various decisions or
operations that are taken in real situations, many simulations on critical data have to be made.
The results show that there are specific associations of words and hashtags in tweets related to
earthquakes and that the dynamics of occurrences of keywords is correlated. These results may
improve situation assessment in a disaster; according to these results, the information system
can timely generate information on the magnitude of the event and its consequences and useful
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conceptual relationships that may help decision making. There is however a risk that improperly
collected data hide useful information and generate undesired decisions in case of earthquake
and other disasters. Therefore, further work should be directed to the improvement of the completeness and correctness of the collected data.
Acknowledgement. Thanks to H.N. Teodorescu for the suggestions on this research,for
correcting several preliminary versions of this paper.
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